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Delivering a professional and responsive
service in support of the built environment.

WELCOME
FROM THE COMMITTEE

Building ( Civil Engineering ( Minor Works ( Fit Out ( Refurbishment ( Facilities Management ( Land Surveying

Supporting Epilepsy Research UK and Epilepsy Bereaved in our 75th year
Clugston Construction Limited: Leeds, Scunthorpe and Hebburn, Tyne & Wear

Email: sales@clugston.co.uk

www.clugston.co.uk

‘PROUDLY SUPPORTING THE
LEE JOHNSON MEMORIAL FUND’.

We would like to take this opportunity to say a
huge thank you to everyone who has supported us
and helped us make tonight a truly fantastic and
inspirational evening in honour of Lee.
Ball’s to be held in this country for a
very long time – a fantastic tribute to
Lee, filling us all with immense pride.
To quote Charles Darwin ‘A man who
dares to waste one hour of time has not
discovered the value of life’. This could
have been written with Lee in mind –
he may not have achieved the quantity
of life he deserved, but the quality of
what he achieved is beyond doubt. We
hope you all enjoy the many memories
we’ll recall throughout the evening, and
join us in celebrating the life of a very
special person.

In March 2011, Simon, Vicky and
Becky had a vision of organising a
Grand Charity Ball in Lee’s memory
and raising awareness of Epilepsy.
Having had previous experience of
organising smaller events, they quickly
recruited 4 additional committee
members with a vast experience of
organising major Charity Balls. Once
the brainstorming had started, it was
clear that our theme for the evening
had to encompass Lee’s passion for
sport, his love for Leeds United and his
trademark smile. It goes without saying
that Lee’s chosen venue would have
been Elland Road, and Smile with the
Stars was born.

Words cannot express our sincere
gratitude to each of you for supporting
tonight’s event. Lee will be watching
down on us all tonight, so have fun,
raise a glass to him, and let’s make
Lee’s lasting memory live on!

The support from individuals and
companies across the UK snowballed
beyond our wildest dreams. All 600
tickets were sold 4 months in advance,
and our dream was rapidly turning into
reality. It was very clear that we were
planning one of the biggest Epilepsy

Simon, Vicky and Becky Johnson,
Steve Bond, Lesley Johnson, Alison
Leonard & Liz Lee
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Wood Hall Hotel & Spa

Sunday lunches with
double desserts
Every Sunday throughout the year
12.30pm to 2pm
Enjoy a sumptuous Sunday lunch in the grand
surroundings of this magnificent country house.
A four-course menu with the roast of the day carved
at your table. For all those pudding lovers, we’ll
treat you to an exceptional finish with two delicious
desserts, one hot and one cold.
£27.50 per adult £13.75 per child

For further information call us on:

0845 072 7564
handpickedhotels.co.uk

Wood Hall Hotel & Spa, Trip Lane
Linton, Wetherby LS22 4JA

Scotts Barn, Sicklinghall
Visit our unique gift shop
in the Scotts Arms, selling a
range of contemporary gifts,
time-honoured preserves
and chutneys as well as
favourite traditional sweets.
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YORKSHIRE
CLASSIC PORSCHE

ST RS

PROGRAMME
OF EVENTS
TONIGHT’S MASTER
OF CEREMONIES

BBC Radio Presenter Liz Green,
Yorkshire Media Personality of the Year 2011
+

DRINKS RECEPTION
Janet Jaye
+

WELCOME SPEECH
Simon Johnson
+

GRACE

Canon John Nunan
+

DINNER

‘A well established family
business built on passion and
a wealth of experience’

t
t
t
t

Sales and purchase of classic and modern Porsche
Valleting and delux detailing service for all cars
Porsche servicing available
Low rate finance and part exchange offered

Sponsored by Skechers
Luxury Olympic Raffle to commence during Dinner
+

SPEAKER

Sally Kettle
Atlantic World Record Breaking Ocean Rower
+

LAUNCH OF LEE’S SMILE
+

THE GRAND AUCTION

Sponsored by Clugston Construction
Richard Waring of Thomlinsons
+

THE NIGHTJARS
+

CARRIAGES
WWW.YORKSHIRECLASSICPORSCHE.CO.UK
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MENU
STARTER

Carrot and Coriander Soup
+

MAINS

Traditional Roast Sirloin of Beef with a
Yorkshire Pudding, Parmentier Potatoes & a
Mélange of Vegetables
(Vegetarian Option)
Individual Vegetable and Cheese Wellington
with a Yellow Pepper Sauce (V)
+

DESSERT

Trio Chocolate Dessert with Fresh Fruits and
Raspberry Sauce
+
Fresh Filter Coffee
and Handmade Chocolates

Scotts Ams in Sicklinghall, just outside Wetherby.
Our 17th Century traditional pub with it’s low beams, candle lit tables and
open log fires is the perfect setting to come and enjoy our locally sourced,
homecooked food 7 days a week.

SPONSORED BY

As a former and much loved employee, we are very proud to be supporting the
‘Smile with Stars’ Ball in memory of Lee Johnson.
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LEE JOHNSON
If ever the expression “Live for today” should be
heeded, then just remember Lee’s attitude to life.
Lee was born on the 14th January 1986,
a day that changed Simon and Vicky’s life
forever. Lee’s love and enthusiasm for life was
never greater than when he was playing sport,
especially football and cricket. His love affair
with Leeds United started on 11th April 1992,
when he went to his first game at Elland
Road at the ripe old age of 6. Lee was hooked
and another loyal Leeds fan was born. In an
amazing twist of fate, the star player on the
front of the matchday programme that day
was Gary Speed, who Lee met after the game.
They’re now re-united in a better place.
1992 also marked the formation of another of
Lee’s great loves – Collingham Junior Football
Club. Lee threw himself into the club with
enormous enthusiasm, and it was clear that
from an early age he had the ability to go
onto greater things. In 1994, Lee achieved
something beyond his widest dreams when
he was spotted by a Leeds United scout
and offered a trial, aged 8. Following his
trial, he was offered a place at the Centre of
Excellence, where he was retained for 4 years.
As well as football, he played cricket for
Scarcroft CC in the juniors and then the
senior teams. His last game in 2010 saw him
hit the winning runs to guarantee promotion
whilst batting with Simon – you couldn’t have
written the script.

Lee was the model student at Lady Hastings
School in Collingham, St John Fishers in
Harrogate and Northumbria University. His
employers, from the Windmill Inn, to the
Scotts Arms, to Kitbag all talk about Lee with
great affection - a loyal, honest, hard working
guy who was a joy to have at work – with a
constant smile. It was this determination on
11th December 2010 that helped him achieve
his dream job as a soccer coach in America.
Tragically he never fulfilled that dream.
There simply isn’t enough room in this
programme to talk about all the memories
Lee has left us. Even in his wildest dreams,
Lee would never have thought that his
premature death would affect so many people

Lee’s life changed forever when, at the age
of 9, he was diagnosed with epilepsy - a
bolt out of the blue to everybody. Given the
global lack of knowledge about epilepsy, we
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never knew if Lee would grow out of it, if it
could be controlled, or if it could get worse.
Immediately, he underwent full medical
checks to try and diagnose the type of epilepsy
he had, and how it could be controlled. He
clung onto the hope that he would grow out
of it, but sadly that wasn’t to be. Privately, he
shed many tears worrying about how epilepsy
could affect him, but he never wanted to
burden his friends with something that he
saw as his problem. He showed unbelievable
strength in dealing with his condition, which
never prevented him from enjoying worldwide
holidays with his family and friends, including
scuba diving in the Great Barrier Reef.

...a true testament to a much loved son,
brother and friend.
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EPILEPSY BEREAVED
JANE HANNA OBE

Thank you
We are very grateful to the Johnson
family and friends for raising vital
funds in memory of Lee. This
will help us fund research into the
prevention of SUDEP and other
epilepsy deaths and to raise awareness
of the fact that 3 people die suddenly
every day in the UK from epilepsy.
Epilepsy Bereaved is the only
organisation in the UK dedicated to
preventing sudden unexpected death in
epilepsy (SUDEP) and other seizurerelated deaths and supporting and
involving the bereaved.
RECENT GROUND-BREAKING
RESEARCH
Recently Epilepsy Bereaved has
funded five research projects aimed
at prevention of mortality. Research
with GP practices across the UK this
year found that information collected
routinely by GPs could be used to
step-up care of people at risk and
a bid for research funding is under
consideration to develop support tools
for GPs.

mortality outcomes after surgery and
other specific interventions. In 2012
the charity is funding research aimed
at developing a SUDEP safety check
list analysing data from 50 deaths in
Cornwall. Epilepsy Bereaved is also a
partner in a SUDEP genetics project
led by the Epilepsy Society, which will
examine the brain tissue of SUDEP
victims aimed at identifying genes that
may explain some SUDEP deaths.
NEXT STEPS
There is, however, much to do. Since
SUDEP awareness has increased, the
overall number of epilepsy deaths
reported has also increased. This
may well reflect better practice in
the reporting of deaths, but urgently
highlights our need to systematically
understand the events and risk
factors implicated in SUDEP deaths.
Our main research priority is the
establishment of a UK SUDEP registry
to properly understand the deaths and
drive change.
JANE HANNA OBE,
Director Epilepsy Bereaved
www.sudep.org

Research projects at King’s College,
London, funded in 2011, looked at
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EPILEPSY RESEARCH
Epilepsy Research UK is the only national
charity exclusively dedicated to funding
independent research into the causes
prevention and treatment of epilepsy.

‘Actively supporting Lee’s Smile and the Smile with the Stars Ball,
raising awareness of Epilepsy across our stores’

THE GRAMMAR SCHOOL AT LEEDS
For girls and boys aged 3 to 18

Proud to support your
‘Smile with the Stars’ Grand Ball
For further information contact Angela Boult, Admissions Manager:
Tel: 0113 228 5121 email: admissions@gsal.org.uk
or visit our website: www.gsal.org.uk
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Our vision is of a future where every type
of epilepsy can be safely controlled and
people can live seizure-free – research is
the key to achieving this.

To celebrate our 20th anniversary, we are
aiming to award £1,000,000 in research
grants for the first time. These grants will
go to projects around the UK that will
address key aspects of epilepsy research
and will have a real impact on the lives
of people with epilepsy.

Lee’s family have chosen to support the
work of Epilepsy Research UK through
the Lee Johnson Memorial Fund,
which each year will help fund one of
the charity’s research grant awards. In
2011 Lee’s family and friends raised
£25,768 for Epilepsy Research UK, an
extraordinary tribute to Lee’s memory.

Great progress has been made in
understanding the causes of epilepsy in
recent years, and Epilepsy Research UK
is proud to be supporting some of the key
researchers who are pushing forward our
knowledge of this condition. Each project
we fund is rigorously assessed by a
panel of experts to ensure that it has the
potential to advance our understanding.

Epilepsy Research UK would like to
thank Simon, Vicky and Becky Johnson
and all Lee’s family and friends for
their generosity and commitment to
supporting research through the Lee
Johnson Memorial Fund.

U There is no known cure for epilepsy
UÊ"ÛiÀÊÎä¯ÊvÊ«i«iÊÜÌ Êi«i«ÃÞÊ
have seizures that do not respond
to drug treatment
UÊÊÛiÀÊÈä¯ÊvÊV>ÃiÃÊÌ iÀiÊÃÊ
no known cause
UÊ"ÛiÀÊxää]äääÊ«i«iÊÊÌ iÊ1Ê
have epilepsy
UÊ ÛiÀÞÊÞi>ÀÊ£]äääÊ«i«iÊ`iÊ>ÃÊ>Ê
result of epilepsy

If you would like further information
on the work of Epilepsy Research UK
please contact us on 020 8995 4781 or
info@eruk.org.uk.
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2011 FUNDRAISING
At Lee’s funeral on Dec 21st, we made a commitment
to raise the awareness of Epilepsy and Sudep, not only
to remove the stigma surrounding the condition but
also to raise much needed funds for research.
These are the astounding results
achieved by our family and
friends throughout 2011, for
which we are eternally grateful:

Mottram Hall. Simon blamed the weather for
his performance, but £540 was still raised!
+The Windmill Inn Beer Festival was a
phenomenal success, raising over £3,500 in
Lee’s memory.

AUGUST

FEBRUARY

+ Lifelong friends of Lee, the Barnes family,
raised £300 at a coffee morning at their home
in Collingham.

+Lee’s cousin, Shelley, organised a coffee
morning at home which raised nearly £600

MAY

SEPTEMBER

+Simon, and other “senior athletes” were
persuaded to enter the Manchester 10k with
Lee’s friends and colleagues at Kitbag. Just
under a staggering £20,000 was raised – and
they all finished!
+Vicky and Becky’s Ladies Luncheon at
Wetherby Golf Club attracted 120 guests,
raising £3,500
+Lloyds TSB held a “Day for Lee” in their
Leeds Area Branches, raising over £500

+Over £2,500 was raised at the Fashion
Extravaganza held at Wetherby Golf Club,
attended by 170 ladies.

OCTOBER

+Widney Junior School in Solihull, spurred
on by Lee’s cousins – Lee, Jamie and Ella –
held a Charity Week and raised £2,175.

DECEMBER

JUNE

+12 year old Jacob Brierley, a close family
friend, completed a 5k sponsored swim in
Lee’s memory, raising £645

JULY

+On one of the wettest July days on record,
Lynda, Paul, Sarah and John attempted the
Yorkshire 3 Peaks, raising £2,900. They didn’t
all finish, but they all survived!
+On the same day, Simon’s ex adidas
colleagues organised a re-union golf day at

+Some serious bag packing at M&S in Leeds
by Liz, Ali, Veronica and friends raised £470 –
a great effort.
+Shelley, with her 2nd coffee morning, raised
a further £350.
+Alyson Ballmann hosted Vicky’s annual
Christmas lunch raising £600

A further £7,000 has been
donated throughout the year,
taking our total to over £44,000 –
AMAZING!!!

Sensitive media coverage is really important for our campaign, and thanks to the Wetherby News, Excelle Magazine,
the Yorkshire Post and ITN for their support throughout 2011.
14
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‘Proudly ssupporting the ‘Smile with the Stars Ball’
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GRAND AUCTION

AUCTIONEER RICHARD WARING

LOT 1: One week stay at a Luxury 7 Bedroom Villa in Orlando, Florida with a private
pool, just 10 mins drive from Disney. (subject to availability)

LOT 2: Behind the Scenes Tour of the House of Commons followed by 2 tickets for the
World Famous Ronnie Scott’s Jazz Club in Soho. Includes 2 First Class Grand Central
Rail Tickets.
LOT 3: Framed Leeds United FC Signed Legends Print {ÓÊÝÊÎ{®Ê
LOT 4: Executive Box for 10 at the Reebok Stadium. Bolton Wanderers
vs Tottenham Hotspur on April 14th 2012
LOT 5: One week stay in a Two Bedroom Villa in La Manga, with £250 Flight
Vouchers. (subject to availability)

Based in New York, Marchesa Couture
designs for the rich and famous.
Inspirational women such as
Sandra Bullock, Lea Michelle,
Eva Longoria, and Halle Berry
, all love to wear Marchesa.
We are delighted to be able to auction
our elegant, classic black, stunning
evening gown from Marchesa’s ‘Notte’
Diffusion Range.
The gown retails at $1935 and, as you
can see, falls beautifully.
The gown is a ‘must have piece’ for
one lucky woman!

LOT 6: A Day in the Kitchen with Michelin Star Chef, Simon Gueller at The Box Tree,
Ilkley. Chauffeur Driven in a top of the range Bentley, you will then enjoy Dinner for 2
in this luxury Yorkshire Restaurant.
LOT 7: ‘One Day in the Life of...’ photography by Javin Liam. Select a special day of
your choice, and this Yorkshire Renowned photographer will follow you around and
create a keepsake book which will capture a moment in time forever

LOT 8: Stunning Black Marchesa Couture Dress from the Notte Diffusion Collection
ÃâiÊ1Ê£ä£Ó®

LOT 9:TaylorMade PGA Tour Golf Bag signed by Darren Clarke & other PGA players
LOT 10: Signed Framed Paul Scholes Manchester United Shirt
SPONSORED BY
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www.digitronix.co.uk

SILENT AUCTION

01484 380100

thatshoutlouder

Businesscommunications



This is an auction like no other! Simply visit the Silent
Auction table at the edge of the room, place your bid
on the sheet in front of your favourite item, and keep
an eye on the screens to see if you are still the winning
bidder! This auction will close at 11:00pm, and below
is a sample of the fantastic Silent Auction prizes we
have available tonight…
+4 x Ball Voucher Package
for both Wetherby and
Rudding Park Golf Clubs

+One week stay at a 2
Bedroom Apartment in
Northern Cyprus

+Caricature of Tim
Henman with Signed Photo

+Exclusive Driving
Experience Day for 2 at
the Porsche Experience
Centre at Silverstone (age
ÀiÃÌÀVÌÊvÊÛiÀÊÓx®

+One week stay at a 4
Bedroom Villa in Orlando,
Florida
+Bottle of House of
Commons Whiskey signed
by David Cameron



  



    

+Signed Leeds United
Shirt
+A Beauty Evening for
20 Ladies at Space NK,
Harrogate including
Champagne & Strawberries,
followed by canapés in the
private Snug at Hotel Du Vin

+A Selection of Signed
Premier League Football
Shirts
+Behind the Scenes Tour
of Coronation Street
+2 x Tickets in the
Directors Box at St
James Park including
Full Hospitality & 4 Star
Overnight Accommodation
for NUFC V Norwich, on
March 17th 2012
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+Signed England Rugby
World Cup 2011 Shirt
+150th Anniversary
Racing Ferrari Watch
+Signed Robin Van Persie
Arsenal Framed Print
+Original Painting by
renowned Yorkshire Artist
Julie Cross
+Signed Leeds Rhinos
Shirt
+4 x Ball Voucher for
Mount Juliet Golf Club,
Ireland
+Signed England
Cricket Bat
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For a free quote contact
John Buckle, Contracts Director on 0774 227 6356
Or via our Website contact page www.newbroomcleaning.com

Luxury
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OLYMPIC RAFFLE
Are you one of those people that never wins a raffle prize?!
Tonight that’s all going to change! Our 2012 Olympic
themed raffle is based on Bronze, Silver & Gold awards.
ÛiÀÞÊiÛi«iÊVÌ>ÃÊ>Êwinning ticket, with a prize to
the value of at least £20, £50 or £100 ÊÞÕÊÃ«ÞÊV ÃiÊ
how much you want to spend! A sample of some of the
prizes is displayed below... Good Luck!

BRONZE ........................................................... £20
+2 x David Lloyd Day Passes
+Bon Bons Chocolate Hamper
+Mini Table Football
+Audi Harrogate Car Valet
+Wool & Angora Shawl & Gloves

+Michael Kors Scarf & Hat Set
+Cath Kidston Gift Set
+Signed Darren Clarke Golf Hat
+Robe de Kappa Wool Jumper
+Mimco Leather Jewellery Roll

SILVER ............................................................. £50

...is delighted to support the
‘Smile with the Stars Ball’ in Lee’s memory

+2 x Premier League Football Tickets
+L’Occitane Gift Set
+DKNY Mens Wallet & Belt Set
+Box of 6 Quality Wines
+Nicky Clarke Cut & Finish
by the Style Director

+Elemis Facial & Full Body Massage
+Sony 4G Digital Media Player
+LK Bennett Pearl Necklace
+2 x Tickets for the Leeds United
End of Season Players Dinner
+Wine Tasting Gift Set

GOLD .............................................................. £100
+2 Night Stay at a
Yorkshire Dales Cottage
+Jimmy Choo Clutch Bag
+Titantic Spa Twilight Experience
with Elemis Gift Set

+Land Rover Experience
+Bed & Breakfast at Woodhall Hotel & Spa
+Aagrah Cook-Out
+Toshiba 3D DVD Player

SPONSORED BY
20
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GUEST SPEAKER
SALLY KETTLE

I decided to row the Atlantic because I
wanted a better future. I was a secretary
in Brighton at the time, but I wanted to
be more than just a touch typist with a
theatre degree!
In 2005 I founded Rowgirls - an all
female rowing team striving to break the
record for the fastest Atlantic crossing.
Unfortunately the team of four was
struck by disaster when a crewmate left
the boat mid-Atlantic. Subsequently
the boat lost its rudder in the worst
recorded conditions in 200 yrs and a
shark attacked the boat – no lives were
lost! Not willing to give up,my crew and
I completed the challenge – arriving in
Antigua 77 days later, and becoming the
first three-handed boat to complete the
trip.

I never knew that heading out to sea
in a 23ft wooden rowing boat would
ultimately save my relationship with
my mother, and I certainly didn’t know
how much it would change me. As I look
to the future now, I realise that I can’t
do everything and I certainly can’t save
the world, but I can do something. In
changing and challenging oneself I hope
to influence and inspire others to do the
same.
In 2006 I became the 1st woman to have
rowed across the Atlantic East- West
twice. An incredible feat especially as I’d
never rowed or been at sea before. I first
took to the oars in 2003. After 6 days at
sea, my rowing partner had an epileptic
seizure and we had to be rescued.
Following this initial set back an unlikely
rowing partner, my mother, Sarah Kettle,
joined me. 105 days later we made it
into the Record Books as the world’s first
mother and daughter to row an ocean.
22

I’m honoured to be speaking at tonight’s
Smile with the Stars Ball, and feel truly
inspired by the work that Simon, Vicky
and Becky have done to raise awareness
of Epilepsy and Sudep since tragically
losing Lee. I sincerely hope we raise lots
of money for the Lee Johnson Memorial
Fund tonight, as well as having a
wonderful evening celebrating Lee’s life.
23


  
   

Live musical entertainment options for
conferences, awards, dinners,
parties, balls & weddings.
www.nightjars.co.uk
Nightjars_A5_Advert.indd 1
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...is delighted to support the
‘Smile with the Stars Ball’ in Lee’s memory

Tel: 0113 2648093
09/02/2012 15:06

Tel: 0113 2326505
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JANET JAYE

TOP
B

The soulful voice of Janet Jaye has
brought much joy to many worldwide
audiences, both large and small.

FIND YOUR

NDS
RA

upto

70%
OFF
RRP

NEAREST STORE

OR SHOP ONLINE AT
FOR ALL YOUR FAMILIES FOOTWEAR

GET YOUR SHOES ON THE GO!

YOU CAN NOW

SHOP ONLINE

WITH YOUR

SMART PHONE!

SCAN THE QR CODE
& START SHOPPING

judged by “The Pasadenas” and “The
Cookie Crew”, amongst others.
The decision was then made to front her
own band as Janet Jaye, prior to this she
had been performing by the name of
Janet Lewis. Song writing and inputting
her own individual feel in this Jazz Funk
outfit, she performed at The Ronnie
Scotts Club (Birmingham) on more than
one occasion.

Janet’s voice lends itself easily to most
types of music (Jazz, Motown, Reggae,
Soul etc) from the 50’s to the present day.
She started out in her local church
singing gospel songs, some of this fine
quality can still be heard in her voice.
She went on to perform as a backing
vocalist for Ruby Turner on The Motown
Songbook Tour, performing on the same
billing as such legendary greats as Chuck
Berry (Blues Festival, Italy). The tour
travelled extensively throughout most of
Europe and the United Kingdom.

It’s easy to see why Janet’s voice evokes
such emotion in the listener. Both the soft
enriching tones that you hear when she
sings songs like “My funny Valentine”
or “Somewhere over the rainbow”, for
example do captivate. When combined
with the powerful rich sound that can be
heard in some of the up-tempo numbers,
such as “Sign Sealed Delivered”, “Car
wash”, “Ain’t Nobody”, and many of the
great Motown hits, it’s easy to see why
the dance floor stays full and audiences
marvel at her versatility.

Janet was approached to sing the songs
of “Whitney Houston” as a sound-alike
look-alike in a show that would prove
popular for more than 2 years, travelling
as a solo artist within Europe, before
eventually returning to the U.K.
Inspired…. within a week of her return
she wrote and recorded a song that won
“The Voice Newspapers” search for the
best in British singing talent, a contest
that attracted over 600 entries which was

www.janetjaye.com

STORES THROUGHOUT THE NORTH
26
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THANK YOU
We would like to thank the following
for their generous contributions…
+Aagrah Restaurants
+Akbars
+Alec Shelbrooke MP
+Aston Villa AFC
+Audi Harrogate
+AV Matrix
+Azendi
+Bettys
+Bewleys Hotel, Leeds
+Blackburn Rovers AFC
+Bolton Wanderers AFC
+Bon Bons of Wetherby
+Browns of Bramhope
+Cath Kidston
+Centre Parcs
+Chilled Events
+Collection Box
+Collingham Pharmacy
+Coolmore
+Darren Gough
+David Lloyd Leisure Ltd
+Dial-A-Flight
+Eden Bespoke Flower
+Emerald Group Publishing
+Fulham AFC
+GB Posters
+Gifted, Boston Spa
+Greaves Sports
+H & M
+Haighfield Caravan Park
+Hair Associates
+Headlingly Golf Club
+Healds Hall, Liversedge
+Hotel Du Vin
28

+ITV
+James Brindley
+Jamies Italian
+James Milner
+JCT600
+Jigsaw
+Jo Malone
+John Parker
+Kiehls
+Kitbag.com
+Kraft Foods
+L’Occitane
+Land Rover
+Lawnswood Dental Care
+Leeds Rhinos
+Leeds United AFC
+LK Bennett
+Manchester United AFC
+Mary Walkland
+Max Clifford Associates
+Metzz of Alwoodley
+Mount Royal, York
+Neil Hillerby
+Neville Neville
+Nicky Clarke
+Norwich City AFC
+Paul Harness Photography
+Paul Miller
+Pauline Vickers
+Piccolinos, Collingham
+Pricewaterhouse Coopers
+Premier Taxis
+Puma
+Restaurant Bar & Grill
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+Room 43 of Wetherby
+RT. Hon. David Cameron
+Rudding Park Hotel
+San Carlo, Flying Pizza
+Sant Angelo, Wetherby
+Sarah & Ian Palfreeman
+Share Jewellers
+Simply Stylish Flowers
+Space NK
+Stuart Terheegy (2011

Rugby World Cup Referee)
+Sunderland AFC
+TaylorMade
+Temple Spa
+The Box Tree
+The Deer Park
+The Foundry Wine Bar
+The Grey Ox Inn
+The New Inn, Scarcroft
+The Old Hall, Sausthorpe
+The White Company
+Thomas Sabo
+Thorntons
+Titanic Spa
+Tottenham Hotspur AFC
+Townsend Jewellers
+Veronica Horsfall
+Vivek Dattani
+West Yorkshire Playhouse
+Wetherby Race Course
+Wolves AFC
+Wyndham, Chelsea
+Yorkshire CCC
+Yorvick Centre

Scarcroft Cricket Club
Is delighted to be celebrating Lee’s life
at the ‘Smile with the Stars Ball’
New players always welcome!

www.scarcroft.play-cricket.com

‘Michael and all the team would
like to wish you all a fantastic
evening for such a worthy cause,
in memory of Lee’
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‘Supporting the Johnson Family
through this difficult time’
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A Smile Costs Nothing, but the
Memory of it Lasts Forever

